INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
To vote, fill in the oval ( ) next to the selection of your choice.
To vote a "Write-in", fill in the oval next to the blank write-in line and write the name of your choice on the blank write-in line.
If you make a mistake, request a new ballot from an election worker.

SCHOOL DISTRICTS

LAKELAND JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT 272 TRUSTEE ZONE 2
4 Year Term
(Vote for One)
☐ Ramona Grissom
☐ John Michael Shaffer

RECALL BALLOT - BAYVIEW WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT

Director 1- Robyn Edwards

Argument FOR: Robyn Edwards has failed and lost the public trust and confidence. She has engaged in a reckless disregard for the concerns of the patrons and voters of the district. Her leadership has resulted in the mismanagement of assets, including but not limited to, financial and fixed property of the District. She has failed to timely develop and implement strategic plans for the numerous urgent repairs and future planning of the District. She has engaged in what appears to be predetermined decisions and actions prior to open public discussions with the Board of Directors. She has treated the voters, patrons, and the general public of the District in a condescending manner. She has engaged in a systematic appearance of abuse of authority of office. She has ignored the will of the people and has placed her personal agenda ahead of the best interests of the District.

Argument AGAINST: In 1993 a new sewer system, a water system and a new community center– impressive facilities for a small community, made Bayview look like a good place to live. Clearly, thoughtful people were working hard to create a healthy community. Finally, after retiring from 40 yrs. in construction and facilities (3 water and 2 sewer systems) I wanted to help out, in turn, my community of going on thirty years. My goal was, and still is, to help insure that our aging systems continue to work safely and reliably for the next thirty years just as they have for the last. These systems were created by people who thought beyond themselves, now, today and invested in all of us. They invested their time and energy in a future which they are not here to see and in a vision of community which I honor as a board member. There is no substance to the vague claims being made against me. I would like to continue to work in good faith, as I have so far, to insure our systems remain safe and reliable for the future. Please let me continue to do that and vote NO on this recall ballot.

☐ FOR recalling Robyn Edwards who holds the office of Director 1 of Bayview Water and Sewer District
☐ AGAINST recalling Robyn Edwards who holds the office of Director 1 of Bayview Water and Sewer District
RECALL BALLOT - BAYVIEW WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT

Director 4- Sharon Meyer

Argument FOR: Sharon Meyer has failed and lost the public trust and confidence. She has engaged in a reckless disregard for the concerns of the patrons and voters of the district. Her leadership has resulted in the mismanagement of assets, including but not limited to, financial and fixed property of the District. She has failed to timely develop and implement strategic plans for the numerous urgent repairs and future planning of the District. She has engaged in what appears to be predetermined decisions and actions prior to open public discussions with the Board of Directors. She has treated the voters, patrons, and the general public of the District in a condescending manner. She has engaged in a systematic appearance of abuse of authority of office. She has ignored the will of the people and has placed her personal agenda ahead of the best interests of the District.

Argument AGAINST: As your elected Board member, I perform my duties with integrity and honesty, and take BWSD responsibilities seriously. The narrative on the Petition to Recall Sharon Meyer that was circulated is deliberately false. It has been my pleasure to bring procedures and processes up to date. A few of the things we have accomplished during my tenure:

- State-required annual audits are now routine, timely, and with long-term deficiencies corrected.
- Office procedures are improved, avoiding past penalties assessed by the IRS for payroll errors. Timely deposits are made.
- We’ve established Personnel Guidelines protecting the District. The District now employs two contracted employees and one part-time employee, none receiving medical benefits or paid vacation, saving the District $5000 monthly. Our books are open for public review. Contrary to rumor, two of three previous employees quit; another former employee was interviewed but not hired.
- Committed to the safety of our water supply, Board members and employees now attend scheduled training to assure we follow laws and guidelines of Water and Sewer Districts.
- The Board is currently verifying BWSD hook-ups to assure fair and equitable billing of all District customers.
- The website we created provides easy access to relevant information.

Please vote AGAINST Recall.

○ FOR recalling Sharon Meyer who holds the office of Director 4 of Bayview Water and Sewer District
○ AGAINST recalling Sharon Meyer who holds the office of Director 4 of Bayview Water and Sewer District